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Abstract—Clinical Named Entity Recognition (CNER) aims
to identify and classify clinical terms such as diseases, symp-
toms, treatments, exams, and body parts in electronic health
records, which is a fundamental and crucial task for clinical
and translation research. In recent years, deep learning methods
have achieved significant success in CNER tasks. However, these
methods depend greatly on Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs),
which maintain a vector of hidden activations that are propagated
through time, thus causing too much time to train models. In
this paper, we propose a Residual Dilated Convolutional Neural
Network with Conditional Random Field (RD-CNN-CRF) to
solve it. Specifically, Chinese characters and dictionary features
are first projected into dense vector representations, then they
are fed into the residual dilated convolutional neural network to
capture contextual features. Finally, a conditional random field
is employed to capture dependencies between neighboring tags.
Computational results on the CCKS-2017 Task 2 benchmark
dataset show that our proposed RD-CNN-CRF method competes
favorably with state-of-the-art RNN-based methods both in terms
of computational performance and training time.
Index Terms—Clinical named entity recognition, residual di-
lated convolutional neural network, conditional random field,
electronic health records
I. INTRODUCTION
Clinical Named Entity Recognition (CNER) is a critical
task for extracting patient information from Electronic Health
Records (EHRs) in clinical and translational research. CNER
aims to identify and classify clinical terms in EHRs, such
as diseases, symptoms, treatments, exams, and body parts.
It is important to extract named entities from clinical texts
because the clinical texts usually contains abundant healthcare
information, while biomedical systems that rely on structured
data are unable to access directly such information locked in
the clinical texts. Identification of the clinical named entities
is a non-trivial task. There are two main reasons. The one
is the richness of EHRs, i.e., the same word or sentence can
refer to more than one kind of named entities, and various
forms can describe the same named entities [1]. The other
one is that a huge number of entities that rarely or even
do not occur in the training set because of the use of non-
standard abbreviations or acronyms, and multiple variations
of same entities [2]. Furthermore, CNER in Chinese texts is
more difficult compared to those in Romance languages due
to the lack of word boundaries in Chinese and the complexity
of Chinese composition forms [3].
Traditionally, rule-based approaches [4], [5], dictionary-
based approaches [6], [7] and machine learning ap-
proaches [8]–[10] are applied to address the CNER tasks.
Recently, along with the development of deep learning, some
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) based models, especially
for the Bi-LSTM-CRF models [1], [11], [12], have been
successfully used and achieved the state-of-the-art results.
However, RNN models are dedicated sequence models which
maintain a vector of hidden activations that are propagated
through time, thus requiring too much time for training.
To solve this problem, in this paper, we propose a Resid-
ual Dilated Convolutional Neural Network with Conditional
Random Field (RD-CNN-CRF) for the Chinese CNER. In
our method, Chinese CNER task is regarded as a sequence
labeling task in character level in order to avoid introducing
noise caused by segmentation errors, and dictionary features
are utilized to help recognize rare and unseen clinical named
entities. More specifically, Chinese characters and dictionary
features are first projected into dense vector representations,
then they are fed into the residual dilated convolutional neural
network to capture contextual features. Finally, a conditional
random field is employed to capture dependencies between
neighboring tags. Computational studies on the CCKS-2017
Task 2 benchmark dataset1 show that our proposed method
achieves the highly competitive performance compared with
state-of-the-art RNN-based methods, and is able to signifi-
cantly save training time. In addition, we also observe that the
Chinese CNER task do not necessarily rely on long-distance
contextual information.
The main contributions of this work can be summarized as
follows.
• We propose a Residual Dilated Convolutional Neural Net-
work with Conditional Random Field (RD-CNN-CRF)
for the Chinese CNER. It is the first time to introduce
the residual dilated convolutions for the CNER tasks
especially for the Chinese CNER.
1It is publicly available at http://www.ccks2017.com/en/index.php/
sharedtask/
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• Experimental results on the CCKS-2017 Task 2 bench-
mark dataset demonstrate that our proposed RD-CNN-
CRF method achieves a highly competitive perfor-
mance compared with state-of-the-art RNN-based meth-
ods. Moreover, our RD-CNN-CRF method is able to
speed up the training process and save computational
time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We briefly
review the related work on CNER and introduce the Chi-
nese CNER in Section II and Section III, respectively. In
Section IV, we present the proposed RD-CNN-CRF model.
We report the computational results in Section V. Section VI
is dedicated to experimentally investigate several key issues
of our proposed model. Finally, conclusions are given in
Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Due to the practical significance, Clinical Named Entity
Recognition (CNER) has attracted considerable attention, and
a lot of solution approaches have been proposed in the
literature. All these existing approaches can be roughly divided
into four categories: rule-based approaches, dictionary-based
approaches, machine learning approaches and deep learning
approaches.
Rule-based approaches rely on heuristics and handcrafted
rules to identify entities [4], [13], [14]. They were the dom-
inant approaches in the early CNER systems. However, it is
quite impossible to list all the rules to model the structure of
clinical named entities, especially for various medical entities,
and this kind of handcrafted approach always leads to a
relatively high system engineering cost.
Dictionary-based approaches employ existing clinical vo-
cabularies to identify entities [6], [7], [15]. They were widely
used because of their simplicity and their performance. A
dictionary-based CNER system can extract all the matched
entities defined in a dictionary from given clinical texts.
However, it’s unable to deal with out-of-dictionary entities,
and consequently this kind of approach typically causes low
recalls.
Machine learning approaches consider CNER as a sequence
labeling problem where the goal is to find the best label se-
quence for a given input sentence [16], [17]. Typical methods
are Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [9], [15], Maximum
Entropy Markov Models (MEMMs) [8], [18], Conditional
Random Fields (CRFs) [10], [19], and Support Vector Ma-
chines (SVMs) [20], [21]. However, these statistical methods
rely on pre-defined features, which makes their development
costly. More specifically, feature engineering process will cost
much to find the best set of features which help to discern
entities of a specific type from others. And it’s more of an art
than a science, incurring extensive trial-and-error experiments.
Deep learning approaches [22], especially the methods
based on Bidirectional RNN with CRF layer as the output
interface (Bi-RNN-CRF) [23], achieve state-of-the-art perfor-
mance in CNER tasks and outperform the traditional sta-
tistical models [1], [11], [24]. RNNs with gated recurrent
cells, such as Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) [25] and
Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) [26], are capable of capturing
long dependencies and retrieving rich global information. The
sequential CRF on top of the recurrent layers ensures that the
optimal sequence of tags over the entire sentence is obtained.
Some scholars also tried to integrate other features like n-gram
features [27] to improve the performance. However, RNNs are
dedicated sequence models which maintain a vector of hidden
activation that are propagated through time, so the RNN-based
models often take long time for training.
III. CHINESE CLINICAL NAMED ENTITY RECOGNITION
The Chinese Clinical Named Entity Recognition (Chinese
CNER) task can be regarded as a sequence labeling task. Due
to the ambiguity in the boundary of Chinese words, following
our previous work [28], we label the sequence in the character
level to avoid introducing noise caused by segmentation errors.
Thus, given a clinical sentence X =< x1, ..., xn >, our goal
is to label each character xi in the sentence X with BIEOS
(Begin, Inside, End, Outside, Single) tag scheme. An example
of the tag sequence for “腹平坦，未见腹壁静脉曲张。”
(The abdomen is flat and no varicose veins can be seen on the
abdominal wall) can be found in Table I.
IV. RD-CNN-CRF MODEL FOR THE CHINESE CNER
In this section, we present a Residual Dilated Convolutional
Neural Network with Conditional Random Field (RD-CNN-
CRF) for the Chinese CNER. As shown in Fig. 1, our proposed
RD-CNN-CRF model consists of three key components: an
embedding layer, some convolutional layers and a CRF layer.
Specifically, Chinese characters and dictionary features are
first projected into dense vector representations, then they are
fed into the convolutional layers to capture contextual features.
Finally, a CRF layer is employed to capture dependencies
between neighboring tags.
Character
Embedding
Dict Feature 
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Fig. 1. Main architecture of our proposed RD-CNN-CRF Model.
TABLE I
AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE OF DICTIONARY FEATURES AND TAGS
Character Sequence 腹 平 坦 ， 未 见 腹 壁 静 脉 曲 张 。
Dict Feature Sequence S-b None None None None None None None B-s I-s I-s E-s None
Tag Sequence S-b O O O O O B-b E-b B-s I-s I-s E-s O
Entity Type body body symptom
* The B-tag indicates the beginning of an entity. The I-tag indicates the inside of an entity. The E-tag indicates the end of an entity. The O-tag indicates the character is outside an entity. The S-tag indicates the character is merely
a single-character entity. As for entity types, the b-tag indicates the entity is a body part, and the s-tag indicates the entity is a symptom. Note that in this case the entity “腹壁” is not included in the dictionary.
A. Embedding Layer
Given a clinical sentence X = [x]n1 , which is a sequence of
T characters, the first step is to map discrete language symbols,
including the characters and their corresponding dictionary
features, to dense embedding vectors. Formally, we first look
up character embedding xi ∈ Rdx from character embedding
matrix Wx for each character xi, where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}
indicates xi is the i-th character in X , and dx is a hyper-
parameter indicating the size of character embedding. We
also look up dictionary feature embedding di ∈ Rdd from
dictionary feature embedding matrix Wd for each dictionary
feature which xi belongs to, where dd is a hyper-parameter
indicating the size of dictionary feature embedding. The final
embedding vector is created by concatenating xi and di as
ei = xi⊕di, where ⊕ is the concatenation operator. It can be
seen as an ensemble of a knowledge-based dictionary method
and a data-driven deep learning method.
Specifically, as for the dictionary features, given a sentence
X and an external dictionary D, we first use the classic Bi-
Directional Maximum Matching (BDMM) algorithm [29] to
segment X . Then, each character xi is labeled as the type of
the entity which xi belongs to, as shown in the second line of
Table I. Note that the dictionary features also take the position
of a character in an entity into account via the BIEOS tag
scheme. More details can be seen in our previous work [12].
B. Convolutional Layer
The convolutional layers used in the BDCNN-CRF model
consists of two separate parts. The left part has two residual
blocks with different dilation factors. The right part is a
standard convolutional layer with batch normalization [30].
The final output of the convolutional layers is the sum of the
separate output of the two parts.
1) Standard Convolution: The standard convolutions [31]
have been widely used in natural language processing
tasks [32]–[34]. Given a widow size w = 2l+1, a filter is seen
as a weight matrix f = [f−l,f−l+1, . . . ,fl] (fi is a column
vector of size dx + dd)2. The core of the standard convolutional
layer is obtained from the application of the convolutional
2If the widow size is even, it is similar to the odd one that w = 2l and
f = [f−l+1,f−l+1, . . . ,fl].
operator on the two matrices X and f to produce a feature
sequence s = [s1, s2, . . . , sn]:
si =
l∑
j=−l
fj · xi+j + b (1)
where b is a bias term and zero padding is conducted that
tokens outside the input sequence X = [x]n1 will be treated
as zeros. This process can then be replicated for various filters
with the same window size to capture different n-gram feature
sequences of the input sentence. Suppose there are f filters.
The final output of the standard convolution [y]n1 is created by
concatenating all the n-gram features s1, s2, . . . , sf as yi =
s1,i⊕ s2,i⊕ . . .⊕ sf,i, where ⊕ is the concatenation operator
and sj,i denotes the i-th element in sj . We also perform batch
normalization [30] after convolutions to accelerate training and
avoid over-fitting.
2) Dilated Convolution: Given a convolutional filter f =
[f−l,f−l+1, . . . ,fl] of a widow size w = 2l+1 and the input
sequence X = [x]n1 , a d dilated convolution of X with respect
the filter f can be described as:
si =
l∑
j=−l
fj · xi+j∗d + b (2)
where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, d is an exponential dilation and b is a
bias term. Here we adopt zero padding, so tokens outside the
sequence will be treated as zeros. Unlike the standard convo-
lutions (i.e. d = 1) that convolve each contiguous subsequence
of the input sequence with the filter, a dilated convolution uses
every d-th element in the sequence, but shifting the input by
one at a time.
Repeated dilated convolution [35] with an exponential dila-
tion d = di−1b for layer i in the network increases the receptive
region of convolutional outputs exponentially with respect
to the network depth, which results in drastically shortened
computation paths compared with standard convolutions, as
shown in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b).
3) Residual Connection: A residual block [36] contains a
branch leading out to a series of transformations F , whose
outputs are added to the input x of the block:
o = x+ F(x) (3)
Since the receptive field of a repeated dilated convolution
depends on the network depth D as well as filter size w and
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Fig. 2. Examples of the convolutional layers.
dilation factor d, stabilization of deeper and larger dilated con-
volutional neural networks becomes important. The residual
connection can effectively allow layers to learn modifications
to the identity mapping rather than the entire transformation,
which has repeatedly been shown to benefit very deep net-
works.
The residual block used in our model is shown in Fig. 2(c).
Within a residual block, there exists two layers of dilated
causal convolution and non-linearity, for which we utilize the
leaky rectified linear unit (Leaky ReLU) [37]. For normaliza-
tion, we apply batch normalization [30] to the convolutional
filters.
C. CRF layer
For the character-based Chinese CNER task, it is beneficial
to consider the dependencies of adjacent tags. For example,
a B (begin) tag should be followed by an I (inside) tag or E
(end) tag, and an I tag cannot be followed by a B tag or S
(single) tag. Therefore, instead of making tagging decisions
using the output of the convolutional layers independently,
we employ a Conditional Random Field (CRF) [38] to model
the tag sequence jointly and predict the CNER sequential tag
result.
Generally, the CRF layer is represented by lines which
connect consecutive output layers, and has a state transition
matrix as parameters. With such a layer, we can efficiently use
past and future tags to predict the current tag. We consider the
matrix of scores fθ([x]T1 ) as the output of the convolutional
layers. The element [fθ]i,t of the matrix is the score output
by the network with parameters θ, for the sentence [x]T1 and
for the i-th tag, at the t-th character. We introduce a transition
score [A]i,j to model the transition from i-th state to j-th for a
pair of consecutive time steps. Note that this transition matrix
is position independent. We now denote the new parameters
for our whole network as θ˜ = θ ∪ {[A]i,j∀i, j}. The score of
[x]T1 along with a path of tags [i]
T
1 is then given by the sum
of transition scores and BDCNN network scores:
S([x]T1 , [i]
T
1 , θ˜) =
T∑
t=1
([A][i]t−1,[i]t + [fθ][i]t,t) (4)
The conditional probability p([y]T1 |[x]T1 , θ˜) is calculated
with a softmax function:
p([y]T1 |[x]T1 , θ˜) =
eS([x]
T
1 ,[y]
T
1 ,θ˜)∑
j e
S([x]T1 ,[j]
T
1 ,θ˜)
(5)
where [y]T1 is the true tag sequence and [j]
T
1 is the set of all
possible output tag sequences.
The maximum conditional likelihood estimation is em-
ployed to train the model:
logp([y]T1 |[x]T1, θ˜)=S([x]T1, [y]T1, θ˜)−log
∑
∀[j]T1
eS([x]
T
1 ,[j]
T
1 ,θ˜) (6)
In our model, a dynamic programming algorithm [39]
is used to efficiently compute [A]i,j and the optimal tag
sequences for inference.
V. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
In this section, we compare the proposed CD-RNN-CRF
approach with state-of-the-art CNER methods. The best ex-
perimental results in tables are in bold.
A. Dataset and Evaluation Metrics
We use the CCKS-2017 Task 2 benchmark dataset3 to con-
duct our experiments. This dataset contains 1,596 annotated
instances (10,024 sentences) with five types of clinical named
entities, including diseases, symptoms, exams, treatments and
body parts. These annotated instances have been partitioned
into 1,198 training instances (7,906 sentences) and 398 test
instances (2,118 sentences). Each instance has one or several
sentences. We further split these sentences into clauses by
commas. Detailed statistics of different types of entities are
listed in Table II.
In the following experiments, widely-used performance
measures such as precision, recall, and F1-score [40], [41]
are used to evaluate the methods.
3It is publickly available at http://www.ccks2017.com/en/index.php/
sharedtask/
TABLE II
STATISTICS OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF ENTITIES
Type Training Set Test Set
Disease 722 553
Symptom 7,831 2,311
Exam 9,546 3,143
Treatment 1,048 465
Body Part 10,719 3,021
Sum 29,866 9,493
B. Experimental Settings
The dictionary used in the experiments is constructed ac-
cording to the lists of charging items and drug information
in Shanghai Shuguang Hospital as well as some medical
literature such as 《人体解剖学名词（第二版）》 (Chinese
Terms in Human Anatomy [Second Edition]).
Parameter configuration may influence the performance of
a deep neural network. The parameter configurations of the
proposed approach are shown in Table III. Note that the
parameter selection of dilated convolutions are determined
based on the experimental results in Section VI.
To implement deep neural network models, we utilize the
Keras library4 with TensorFlow [42] backend, and each model
is run in a single NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU.
Character embeddings and feature embeddings are initialized
via word2vec [43] on both training data and test data. The
models are trained by Adam optimization algorithm [44]
whose parameters are same as the default settings. The best
hyper-parameters are selected with grid search mechanism.
TABLE III
PARAMETER CONFIGURATIONS OF THE PROPOSED APPROACH
Parameter Value
Size of character embedding dx = 128
Size of feature embedding dd = 128
Number of residual block nr = 2
Number of filters per residual block fd = 256
Window size of dilated convolution wd = 2
Dilation factor of the i-th residual block d = 3i−1
Number of filters for standard convolution fs = 256
Window size of standard convolution ws = 3
Batch size in training b = 128
C. Compared with State-of-the-art Models
1) Compared with Basic Bi-LSTM-CRF: Since Gridach [1],
Habibi et al. [11] and Zeng et al. [24] have successfully
employed Bi-LSTM-CRF models with no additional features
for the English CNER. In this section, we first compare
the proposed RD-CNN-CRF model with the Bi-LSTM-CRF
models. As our previous work pointed that characters are better
than words [28]. In this experiment, we adapt Bi-LSTM-CRF
4https://github.com/keras-team/keras
for the Chinese texts by using the Chinese characters instead of
words as inputs. We implement two models with and without
dictionary features. The hidden vector size of basic Bi-LSTM-
CRF model is 256 which has the best performance through our
test. All comparative results are summarized in Table IV.
TABLE IV
COMPARATIVE RESULTS BETWEEN BASIC BI-LSTM-CRF AND OUR
RD-CNN-CRF MODEL
Methods Precision Recall F1-score
Bi-LSTM-CRF (No Dict) 88.22 88.53 88.38
Our RD-CNN-CRF (No Dict) 88.64 88.38 88.51
Bi-LSTM-CRF (With Dict) 90.83 91.64 91.24
Our RD-CNN-CRF (With Dict) 90.63 92.02 91.32
From the table, we can observe that our RD-CNN-CRF
model with dictionary features achieves the best performance,
with a precision of 90.63%, a recall of 92.02% and a F1-
score of 91.32%. In addition, the dictionary features can bring
benefit, with an improvement of 2.61% in terms of precision,
3.11% in terms of recall and 2.86% in terms of F1-score for
the basic Bi-LSTM-CRF. We can obtain the same observation
on our RD-CNN-CRF model, i.e., an improvement of 1.99%
in terms of precision, 3.64% in terms of recall and 2.81% in
terms of F1-score.
To investigate training speed, we further compare our RD-
CNN-CRF with the basic Bi-LSTM-CRF in F1-score on the
test set under different training time. Note that both models
exploit dictionary features as inputs.
Fig. 3. Performance in terms of F1-score with different training time.
As shown in Fig. 3, our RD-CNN-CRF model begins to
converge at about 900 second, while the basic Bi-LSTM-CRF
model does not converge until 1,800 second. The training time
of the basic Bi-LSTM-CRF model is about twice than our
model. It is reasonable because LSTMs are dedicated sequence
models which maintain a vector of hidden activations that
are propagated through time, while convolution operations can
perform in parallel which require less calculation time.
2) Compared with Ensemble Models: Besides the basic Bi-
LSTM-CRF model, some existing methods attempt to incor-
porate additional features or additional approaches into Bi-
LSTM-CRF models. They are known as ensemble models.
For example, Li et al. [45] saw the Chinese CNER task as
a sequence labeling problem in word level, and exploited a
Bi-LSTM-CRF model to solve it. To improve recognition,
They also used health domain datasets to create richer, more
specialized word embeddings, and utilized external health
domain lexicons to help word segmentation. Ouyang et al. [27]
adopted Bi-RNN-CRF architecture with concatenated n-gram
character representation to recognize Chinese clinical named
entities. They also incorporated word segmentation results,
part-of-speech tagging and medical vocabulary as features
into their model. Xia and Wang [28] employed Bi-LSTM-
CRF models with self-taught learning and active learning for
CNER. Ensemble learning is also exploited to obtain the best
recognition performance for all five types of clinical named
entities. Hu et al. [46] developed a hybrid system based on
rules, CRF and LSTM methods for the CNER task. They also
utilized a self-training algorithm on extra unlabeled clinical
texts to improve recognition performance. Note that except Li
et al. [45], the other systems all regarded the CNER task as a
character level sequence labeling problem.
TABLE V
COMPARATIVE RESULTS BETWEEN ENSEMBLE MODELS AND OUR
RD-CNN-CRF MODEL
Methods Precision Recall F1-score
Li et al. [45] - - 87.95
Ouyang et al. [27] - - 88.85
Xia and Wang [28] * - - 89.88
Hu et al. [46] 94.49 87.79 91.02
Hu et al. [46] * 92.99 89.25 91.08
Our RD-CNN-CRF 90.63 92.02 91.32
* The results are obtained by allowing the use of external resources for self-training.
The comparative results are shown in Table V. From the
table, we observe that our proposed RD-CNN-CRF model
achieves the best results among all the models. Li et al. [45]
gets the worst performance because of two reasons. One is that
their word-level approach inevitably has wrong segmentation,
which leads to boundary errors when recognition. The other
one is that since clinical texts are labeled in word level, there
exists much more words than characters, so the corpus may
contain many rare words which are difficult to be recognized.
In fact, except for Li et al. [45], the other methods all regarded
the CNER task as a sequence labeling problem in character
level. It shows the benefits of the character-level CNER for
Chinese.
As for the rest character-level CNER approaches, Hu et
al. [46] utilized an ensemble method which consists of three
separated models, and finally gets 91.08% in terms of F1-
score. It is the best one among the previous models, but is
complex for practice. While we only exploit one model, and
achieve an improvement 0.24% in terms of F1-score compared
with Hu et al. [46].
VI. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we perform additional experiments to gain
some understanding of our proposed RD-CNN-CRF model.
Specifically, we conduct two groups of experiments to respec-
tively investigate usefulness of model components and impact
of different residual dilated convolutions.
A. Usefulness of the Model Components
To investigate the usefulness of model components, we
study the effect of the combination between standard convo-
lutions and residual dilated convolutions, and the interest of
residual connections respectively.
1) Effect of the Combination Between Two Types of Con-
volutions: To study the effect of the combination between
standard convolutions and residual dilated convolutions, we
compare the proposed RD-CNN-CRF model with four alter-
native models. These alternative models are obtained by only
using one type of convolution (i.e. only preserve one side of
convolutional layers) or replace one type of convolution with
the others (i.e. both sides of convolutional layers are the same).
TABLE VI
COMPARATIVE RESULTS BETWEEN DIFFERENT CONVOLUTIONS
Methods Precision Recall F1-score
Standard Conv Only 90.55 91.77 91.16
Residual Blocks Only 90.35 91.91 91.12
Both Standard Conv 90.28 92.18 91.21
Both Residual Blocks 90.07 92.45 91.24
RD-CNN-CRF 90.63 92.02 91.32
Comparative results are presented in Table VI. From this
table, we observe that each half of the convolutional layers can
perform well independently (F1-score ≥ 91.12%). Moreover,
we can obtain a better F1-score when they combines together.
2) Interest of Residual Connections: To analyze the interest
of residual connections, we compare the performance of mod-
els with or without residual connections. Comparative results
are summarized in Table VII.
TABLE VII
COMPARATIVE RESULTS OF MODELS WITH AND WITHOUT RESIDUAL
CONNECTIONS
Methods Precision Recall F1-score
No Residual Connections 89.85 92.21 91.02
With Residual Connections 90.63 92.02 91.32
As shown in Table VII, the model with residual connections
outperforms that without residual connections. The benefit
brought by residual connections is 0.30% in terms of F1-
score. It is reasonable because residual connections can help
the model to utilize both semantic (i.e. high-level) and low-
level features.
B. Impact of Different Residual Dilated Convolutions
In this section, we experimentally investigate the influence
of several important parameters, namely the block number nr,
dilation factor d, filter number fd and window size wd.
1) Impact of Different Block Number and Dilation Factor:
Contextual information is very useful for CNER. Once the
window size is determined, there are two main approaches to
capture more contextual information. The one is to make the
network deeper by increasing the block number nr. The other
one is to expand the receptive field by increasing the dilation
factor d. To investigate the impact of the block number nr
and dilation factor d = di−1b , we compare the performance of
models with different parameter values. Table VIII displays
the comparative results.
TABLE VIII
COMPARATIVE RESULTS (F1-SCORE) OF MODELS WITH DIFFERENT
BLOCK NUMBER nr AND DILATION FACTOR d = di−1b
Block
Number
Dilation Factor
db = 1 db = 2 db = 3
nr = 2 91.21 91.21 91.32
nr = 3 91.30 91.29 90.92
nr = 4 91.12 90.77 90.45
From the Table VIII, we are able to obtain several interest-
ing observations. Firstly, when nr = 2 and db = 3, the model
achieves the best performance with a F1-score of 91.32%. This
confirms the benefit of expanding the receptive field. Secondly,
when nr = 3 and db = 1, the F1-score is 91.30%, which
is only slightly lower than 91.32%. It indicates that making
the network deeper has a same effect as well as expanding
the receptive field. Thirdly, when nr = 4, performance of
the model gradually deteriorates as the increase of db. We
can obtain same observation when db = 3 and nr gradually
increases. The above observations show that long-distance
contextual information is not necessary to the Chinese CNER
task.
2) Influence of Different Filter Number and Window Size:
We further investigate the influence of different numbers
and different window sizes of dilated filters by running the
proposed RD-CNN-CRF model on filter numbers of 128, 256,
384 and 512, and window sizes of 1, 2, 3 and 4. Table IX
presents the model performance on F1-score. Note that due to
the residual connections, the concatenated embedding size is
set the same as the filter number here.
Generally speaking, the larger window size can bring more
contextual information for CNER. Except the last line, the
F1-score first grows then drops down with the increase of the
window size, and the window size of 2 outperforms the other
settings. It indicates that the window size is not required to be
large since the adoption of the dilated mechanism. And with
filter number fd = 256 and window size wd = 2, our model
achieves the best performance.
TABLE IX
COMPARATIVE RESULTS (F1-SCORE) OF MODELS WITH DIFFERENT
FILTER NUMBER fd AND WINDOW SIZE wd
Filter
Number
Window Size
wd = 1 wd = 2 wd = 3 wd = 4
fd = 128 91.09 91.29 90.96 90.74
fd = 256 91.19 91.32 90.93 90.77
fd = 384 91.20 90.92 90.63 90.91
fd = 512 91.17 91.08 90.92 90.67
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a Residual Dilated Convolutional
Neural Network with Conditional Random Field (RD-CNN-
CRF) for the Clinical Named Entity Recognition (CNER).
Character-level sequence labeling task is conducted to avoid
introducing noise caused by segmentation errors in Chinese.
Dictionary features are also utilized to help recognize rare and
unseen clinical named entities. Unlike existing RNN-based
models, we first introduce dilated convolutions to capture
the contextual information, and employ residual connections
to utilize both semantic (i.e. high-level) and low-level fea-
tures. Finally, a CRF is used as the output interface to
obtain the optimal sequence of tags over the entire sentence.
Experimental results on the CCKS-2017 Task 2 benchmark
dataset demonstrate that our proposed RD-CNN-CRF method
achieves a highly competitive performance compared to state-
of-the-art RNN-based methods, i.e., reaching 90.63%, 92.02%
and 91.32% in terms of precision, recall and F1-score, respec-
tively.
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